TRAVEL BY BOOK

Escape Manchester...escape Connecticut! Travel to parts unknown, courtesy of the wide selection of travel memoirs available at the Manchester Public Library.

Midnight in Siberia: a train journey into the heart of Russia
David Greene (914.704)

Carsick: John Waters hitchhikes across America
John Waters (B)

Here, There, Elsewhere: stories from the road
William Least Heat-Moon (910.4)

The Longest Road: overland in search of America from Key West to the Arctic Ocean
Philip Caputo (973.93)

Last Train to Zona Verde: my ultimate African safari
Paul Theroux (916.881)

The Emperor Far Away: travels at the edge of China
David Eimer (915.1)

Blind Curves: a woman, a motorcycle and a journey to reinvent herself
Linda Crill (B)

Slow Train to Guantanamo: a rail odyssey through Cuba in the last days of the Castros
Peter Millar (917.291)

Destination Cambodia: adventures in the kingdom
Walter Mason (915.9604)

The Nile: a journey downriver through Egypt's past and present
Toby Wilkinson (962)

Around the World in 50 Years: my adventure to every country on earth
Albert Podell (910.4092)